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Life Lessons I Learned from my Cat

Illustrated by Jamie Shelman

Keynote

They may have nine lives but there is much cats can teach us about getting the

most out of the one we have. Whether it’s advice for purrfecting your

downtime, navigating romance, friendships or your career, this book features

100 essential lessons to help you through the ups and downs of life.

Description

Cat lovers are invited to curl up with the art of Jamie Shelman and celebrate

our favourite feline friends. 

They may have nine lives but there is much cats can teach us about getting the most out

of the one we have. Whether it’s advice for purrfecting your downtime, navigating

romance, friendships or your career, this book features 100 essential lessons to help you

through the ups and downs of life, such as:

- A beautiful mane takes serious work

- … and so does the perfect set of nails 

- Preserve your dignity at all times

- Stretch regularly

- Demand the best

So, put down your self-help book and pick up your cat. It’s time to take a nap with the

life guru you never knew you had. (Please see life lesson no.1.) 

Perfect for fans of Simon's Cat and How to Tell if Your Cat is Plotting to Kill You.

Sales Points

Hot on the paws of the international bestseller How to Live Like Your Cat (over 1 million
copies sold worldwide), this book contains 100 essential life lessons that we can learn
from our furry feline friends
Cats remain one of the most searchable cat-agories on Instagram and our artwork will
lend itself perfectly to social media
Covering all major life topics (such as friendship, romance, work, downtime and
everything else in-between), this is a small format hardback with a quirky giftable
format which will appeal to cat lovers everywhere
Jamie Shelman is an American illustrator who created Dancing Cat, the style for our
book, which can be found on Instagram @thedancingcatart, and is also regularly seen
on cards throughout gift shops in the UK and the US (including Whole Foods, Etsy and
Paperchase)

Author Biography

Jamie Shelman is an artist and illustrator with a passion for fat cats and good design. She

has a degree in Painting from The Rhode Island School of Design (RISD) and currently

lives in Baltimore, MD, in the US. She runs her own online stationery and print shop called

The Dancing Cat, which features her whimsical and unique cat designs. The neighbour's

cat acts as her local muse, waiting at the window every morning to be let in, and then out,

and then back in again.
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